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Saturn Trine Pluto Aspect
Time to Restructure
Greetings Everyone!
We hope you have been enjoying the Jupiter/Uranus aspect
(The Intuiting aspect) that started in mid-March and
continues until June 2. It’s a time for new friendships, laughing
at unusual things, inventiveness, intuition, successful meetings,
foreign travel and enjoying the outdoors. As you may know, an
aspect is a connection between two planets. (See our website:
www.luckyastrology.com/aspects.htm)

But guess what? There is an additional aspect this month to
take advantage of. Do you see the small angle to the left on
the above chart? You’ll notice it runs from April 9 to May 11
peaking in energy on May 3. It is the Saturn trine Pluto aspect,
which we’ve named the “Restructuring” aspect. Also shown is
the gigantic aspect of expanding Jupiter and uniquely changing
Uranus which continues on through June 2, 2008. (To review

interpretations for the Jupiter/Uranus aspect explained in our March
newsletter, see www.luckyastrology.com/archive.htm.

Next year there is only one major beneficial aspect. It is
however a major spiritual one and we would do well right now
to use the Saturn/Pluto aspect to get our business squared
away so that in mid-2009 we can enjoy much spiritual
expansion and attunement.

Saturn/Pluto Vibes Saturn aspects with their planning
energies usually last only a couple weeks. This one with
intensifying Pluto lasts almost five whole weeks! So, we can
enjoy and use this vibration for over a month – just the time
usually needed to develop new daily habits.
The aspect's intensity is only about 25% as strong as it could
be. However, it’s strong enough because of its longevity! For
example, we might see it at work in politics -- watch for all
sorts of revelations taking place in the political arena – such as
secrets being uncovered that were long hidden from us
common folk. That’s the Saturn/Pluto influence. Here are some
of the qualities of these two dynamic planets separately and in
combination with each other:
Saturn Qualities: The most earthy of all the planets, Saturn
structures and energizes forms in the material world. It is
known as the planet of planning, focusing and concentrating,
with its energy also available to organize, develop and
schedule. It’s the planet of conscience, our inner “should”
voice, and can aid us in being respectable, mature and
professional. Politics, status and standing in the community
also are qualities of Saturn’s vibration. Saturn’s symbol is the
solemn column, formally standing alone, straight, upright,
quietly supporting any structures built upon it and serving as
foundation for the manifesting world.
Pluto Qualities: This distant planet, on the other hand, is a
water planet and correlates with our emotions. It is the
investigator, uncovering and bringing feelings out into the
light. It relives, renews and transforms. It retrieves from the
past and reincarnates or brings to life again. It repeats past
passions and desires. (Notice all the “re” words? As a prefix,
“re” is defined as anew or again.) Pluto aspects point to a
healing time, to replenish energy, to recharge and to reexpose life-long wants. Pluto also asks, requests or inquires,
especially with “why?” because it always wants to delve deeper
into the source. It also holds the energies of giving/getting
bonuses, gifts, and legacies. Pluto’s symbol is the magic bed – a
water bed that brings life to all who sleep on it. It renews
passions and desires.
So when we put these two planets together in an aspect we
have a time when we can uncover and renew our tangible and
material desires by focusing on, scheduling and developing
projects. Planning to be successful or happy brings repeats of
the same feelings. That’s why we say this additional aspect is
the Restructuring aspect. It adds form to our deepest

feelings and yearnings. This gives renewed passion to our
projects already underway. If we have space for new projects
in our lives, it can be a Restructuring time to begin for now and
for our whole life.
Together these two planets signify a time of extracting
and condensing. Pluto extracts the inner essence and Saturn
condenses and crystallizes energy into form. When we add in
the Jupiter/Uranus aspect, this signals a time for extracting
joyful emotions from past experiences and making new goals
for their life-long repetition. This is big, and when we do our
daily intuiting walks, explained below, we will be guided
towards a new level of lucky and joyful experiences.
The Saturn/Pluto aspect will enable us to focus on our
deepest desires, whatever they are. Looking back at our lives
will help us get there. Our past experiences show us exactly
what we want out of life – what we want to become and
accomplish. For example, what would we want written about us
in a testimonial after we die?
Our Epitaph - What would our epitaph be? Like -- “Here lies
John or Sue, the most famous [name your fame] of 2018.” You
get the idea. We can write our own epitaph focusing on those
qualities for which we want to be remembered. The universe is
waiting for our order, we just need to decide. We can use the
synergistic force of Jupiter/Uranus and Saturn/Pluto to hone
in on those experiences and memories to find and develop our
uniqueness and talents.
A Green Earth Time – The Saturn/Pluto aspect can also keep
us focusing on being ambitious. If we’re into environmental
concerns, this is a really good time. Recycling, reusing,
renewing, all those “RE” green words, have lots of energy now
from the new aspect which also adds emphasis to organization
and planning. Hey, come to think of it, why not invest in a green
business, or start one?
Realignment & Balancing - The Saturn ambition and Pluto
healing qualities of this aspect could indicate a time to realign
our emotional, physical and spiritual energies. This might take
many forms depending on the concern, but there will be
motivation to consult healthcare and personal growth people
for self or our loved ones. This could also include plans to
develop a career in the health or wellness field. Those already
in the healing arts will feel very energized and success
oriented at this time.

Politics – Saturn energizes politics and Pluto exposes it more
to the public – so who knows what that might mean to the
current political situation with candidates under intense
scrutiny at this time. Under the Jupiter/Uranus expanding
humanitarian backdrop, the political party that best serves
the common good to expand freedom and equality could make
substantial progress and garner much interest in the next few
weeks.
Tax Time? With April 15 tax deadline approaching, Pluto’s
ability to uncover secrets could help us find some tax loop
holes! Perhaps there might even be some creative ideas
presented to eliminate taxes altogether through new
utilization of our nation’s resources. Now wouldn’t that be nice!
Business Tips - In business, Pluto’s curiosity and Saturn’s
organizational focus could result in new findings – such as who
is the source of media leaks, how to streamline a company’s
management or even ways to institute new policies and
schedules based upon past success. New sources of funds
could be discovered and training initiated to increase
professionalism.
Working with the Saturn/Pluto Aspect - All we have to do
until May 3 is to keep deciding what we desire and are
intensely passionate about. Our conscience/inner guide will
urge us continually to focus on the most important priorities.
Saturn/Pluto also points to a time when we should be
investigating and delving into our hidden resources. In other
words, it is a great time to find and bring to life again the
positive emotions and yearnings attached to past experiences
and talents to use in developing new projects.
Here’s a “quick start” plan for both of the aspects:
a) Mar. 16-May 8-Befriend others and have fun outdoors
with groups; Intuit and be inventive
b) April 9-May 3-Select life-long desires and emotions by
prioritizing past favorite emotions
c) May 3-May 11-Intuit projects and goals to reach life
styles to easily enjoy favorite emotions
d) May 12-June 2-Intuit easy ways of succeeding with our
projects
Your Own Astonishing Aspect – We each have aspects that
we were born with. Knowing our luckiest one will help us in
restructuring our life styles so as to enjoy our innermost
passions and emotions. These natal or birth aspects will give us
glimpses into hidden passions from our childhoods. Davie’s

Uranus and Pluto astonishing aspect corresponds with his
childhood interest in hypnosis and magic. Knowing this helps
him get in touch with the joy of discovering the mysteries of
life and using subconscious tools. He would be wise to keep
putting energy into uncovering these mysteries to share with
the world and also to ensure that his life style readily gives
him lots of time to explore them. You can find your
Astonishing
natal
Aspect
on
our
website:
www.luckyastrology.com/aspects.htm.
Spring into Spring with this Magical Program. Here’s an
ambitious way to work with happy memories and successful
experiences to bring about more of our desires at this time.
[Print this next part out as well as the e-newsletter attachments. If
you want to just print the pertinent pages of the program below, use
the pdf file on our website at www.luckyastrology.com/archive.htm
(April) and use the option to print pages 5 and 6.]
1.
Starting on April 9, take a walk for 10 to 20 minutes,
outside if possible. Make it the same time each day if
possible. While walking jot down your favorite memories of
being loved, moments of happiness, and wonderful, joyful
things done or that happened. Write them down on the
attached form (List 1 attached).
2. After the walk, every day extract the feelings out of
these memories. What emotion was your favorite? What
made you feel most happy? Write it next to the memory.
Strange as it may seem, the best place to do this is on our
beds. Why? It’s that Plutonian influence!
3. Prioritize the feelings by listing the most favorite
ones at the top. This is a new list – so use List #2
(attachment).
4. On the next day, start off walking with a clean sheet
of paper and write more favorite memories using another
copy of List 1. After the walk, repeat step 2, recording the
emotions attached to the memories. Then take both lists
and condense them onto a clean sheet of paper, reprioritizing them again.
5. Each day until May 3 continue with step 4 each day
with a new prioritized list. These steps are important in
restructuring your lives since you are formulating the
essence of experiences and feelings that you want in life.
What we focus on we get more of.
6. On May 3 after combining and re-prioritizing for the
last time, your list is complete. Carefully copy the final list
to look as professional as possible. This is your order form
to the universe, a record of preferred emotions for your
lifetime! Use Doc. 1 (attachment).

7. Place this document in an envelope, seal and label it:
“My Life’s Desired Emotions.” Then store it with your other
valuable documents, such as deeds, birth certificates, wills,
etc. This is where the magic comes in! The subconscious
mind or Source Energy sees this as an important, life-long
decision of yours. The mini-ritual of sealing and storing the
document gives a clear message to your sub-conscious and
to the universe that this is important and meaningful to
you.
8. After this is done, vow to never open the envelope
again as a token of faith that these emotions will manifest
fully without any interference on your part.
9. The next day at your walk time, realizing that the
Cosmic has your order, start walking and every once in a
while ask yourself out loud, “How do I change our life
style?”, “What is the next step towards my ‘Envelope’ (my
deepest desires)?”, and “What goals should I have?” When
you ask these things aloud, you are transmitting your
desire for assistance from a ‘higher power’. And guess
what? Ask and you get!
10. Place yourself in listening mode with each question..
Allow your chattering mind to rest as you allow intuition or
hunches to surprise you--even before you finish asking the
question. Honor the answers and realize this is your
guidance directing you on the path. It’s a sort of treasure
hunt of following your hunches and gathering answers along
the way. This step is called Intuiting.
11. Continue your idea-generating walks for answering
questions as in step 9 and for your projects through May.
12. Starting in June use this technique any time to get
fresh ideas -- just take a walk and ask aloud for the path
to your ‘envelope’ – your happiness.
By each of us following this secret, magical program, we
will attract the life style and all the joy and luck we could
ever want in life.
The steps above are part of a program on how to be luckier
and happier. Will you do it? The both of us will! If you have
any questions or comments at all, please write us at
Davie@LuckyAstrology.com or Joysee@luckyastrology.com .
We would also be most grateful to see how this program has
made you luckier. We might even publish your testimonial with
your permission, but first do it to see what happens.
We’re off to India on April 8 for Level 2 of our Oneness
Blessing process and after that to Bali for a week for our

honeymoon. We’ll be back in early May in time for our next
newsletter! Have a great April and we hope to hear from you!
Namaste and Blessings,
Davie and JoySee
You are free to use parts of this newsletter in your publications as long
as you give credit to Davie & JoySee Pfaffle at www.luckyastrology.com.
We’d love to get a copy of them, if you would be so kind as to email them to
us.
You are receiving this newsletter because you opted in on it. If you want to
be removed from the list, reply to this email with “remove” in the subject
line. If you know people who may be interested in the topics of this
newsletter, ask them to join us. Archived copies of each newsletter are on
the site: www.luckyastrology.com/archive.htm

